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What Plaid Cymru will do if we win the Senedd
election on Thursday 6 May 2021

This document was written by Plaid Cymru. It is an easy read version of
‘Vote for Wales’.
March 2021

How to use this document
This is an easy read document. But you may still
need support to read it. Ask someone you know to
help you.

Words in bold green writing may be hard to
understand. You can check what all the words in
green mean on page 30.

Where the document says we, it means Plaid
Cymru. For more information contact:
Address: Plaid Cymru
Tŷ Gwynfor, Anson Court
Atlantic Wharf
Cardiff, CF10 4AL.
Website: www.plaid.cymru
Phone:

029 2047 2272

E-mail:

post@plaid.cymru

This document was made into easy read by Easy
Read Wales using Photosymbols. To tell us what
you think about this easy read version, click here.
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What is the Senedd election?
The Senedd is the name of our Parliament in Wales.
It is also sometimes called Welsh Parliament.

Every 5 years the people of Wales get to vote on
who represents them in the Senedd.

This is called the Senedd election.

There are 60 people in the Senedd. Most people
in the Senedd are members of a political party,
like:
▪ Plaid Cymru
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▪

Labour

▪

Conservative

▪

Liberal Democrats.

The party that has the most people in the Senedd
gets to make the Welsh Government.

The Welsh Government and Senedd get to make the
laws in Wales.

On Thursday 6 May you get to vote on who you
want to be in the Senedd.
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A message from Adam Price
Hello, my name is Adam Price. I am the leader of
Plaid Cymru.

I want you to vote for Plaid Cymru in the Senedd
election because I think Plaid Cymru will do the best
for Wales.

Covid 19 has been hard for everyone in Wales. It
made a lot of things worse.

As Covid 19 is going away we are all looking forward
to things getting back to normal.

We do not want Wales to go back to exactly how it
was.
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For a long time, many people in Wales have been
treated unfairly. They have been poorer than
other parts of Britain, and not had good homes,
jobs or health.

We must remember this as we plan to make things
better after Covid 19.

We want to make Wales better than it was before
Covid 19.

When you vote on 6 May you will have a chance to
make Wales better.
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If you vote for Plaid Cymru you can:
▪

end child hunger, homelessness and poverty

▪

help everyone get a good paid job

▪

help make the environment better.
The environment is where we live. It includes
the land, the sea, the air, and everything that
lives in and on it. For example, plants, animals
and fish.

If you think we can and must do better for our
children, jobs, our environment, and everyone in
Wales please vote for Plaid Cymru.

On 6 May vote for Wales! Vote Plaid Cymru!
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Our 5 main goals
If we win the Senedd election, these will be our 5
main aims to do within 5 years.

1. The best start for every child
Here are the things we will do to make Wales better
for children:
▪

Free school meals for all primary school children.
We will use food made and grown in Wales.

▪

More teachers and school support staff.

▪

Fewer children in each class.

▪

Free childcare for all children 2 years old or older.

▪

Making sure teachers feel valued.
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2. Make Wales better off
Here are the things we will do to help jobs and
businesses in Wales:
▪

Create 60,000 new jobs.

▪

Make sure everyone aged 16 to 24 has a job or
training.

▪

Give loans to small business to help them after
Covid 19.

3. Fair deal for families
This is what we will do to help families in Wales:
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▪

Make Council Tax less expensive.

▪

Give poor families £35 a week for every child in
the family.

▪

Build 50 thousand homes that people can afford.

▪

Make sure people who pay rent do not have to
pay too much.

4. The best NHS
This is what we will do to help the Welsh NHS:
▪

Train 1,000 new doctors.

▪

Train 5,000 new nurses and other health staff.

▪

Free personal care for the elderly.

▪

Make sure care workers get paid at least £10 an
hour.
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5. Dealing with the environment
emergency
This is what we will do to take care of our
environment:
▪

Have net zero carbon emissions by the year
2035.

Net zero carbon emmission means that our
transport, businesses and homes stop putting
carbon into the air. Carbon is a gas that is bad
for our environment.
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▪

Set up Ynni Cymru, a company that makes all
its electricity from things like sunlight, wind and
waves.

▪

Start a new law that sets targets to improve
plant and animal life by 2050.

Independence
We believe that to truly make Wales the best
place it can be, and to achieve all these things, we
need independence.
Independence means that a country makes
its own laws and is not controlled by another
country. If Wales was independent, we would
not be part of the UK anymore.

We think Wales should have the power to make all
the big decisions that affect us.

A Plaid Cymru Government would aim to hold a
referendum on independence by 2026.
A referendum is where everyone gets to vote on
an idea. People can choose to agree or disagree.
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Making Wales better off
We will spend £6 billion over 5 years to:
▪

Make 60 thousand new jobs.

▪

Build more houses.

▪

Make more houses better for the environment.

▪

Make the railways better.

▪

Make electricity in a way that is better for the
environment.

▪

Make sure more Welsh businesses get work from
the Welsh Government.

▪

Make sure all 16 -24 year olds can get a job.

We will set up an organisation to:
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▪

help medium size businesses

▪

help businesses sell more to other countries

▪

help Welsh businesses grow and sell more.

Building the Nation
We will:
▪

Make sure all parts of Wales can do well and be
successful.

▪

Set up a Valleys Development Corporation – a
group to improve business opportunities in the
Valleys alongside the Valleys Metro.
A Metro is a transport system that links
everything like buses, trains and paths for
cycling and walking so they work well together.

▪

Make sure we work well together in Gwynedd,
Anglesey, Ceredigion and Carmarthenshire to
support young people to get good jobs in their
communities.

▪

Set up an office in government to make sure
government and opportunities work across
Wales. This will make sure that not all decisions
are made in Cardiff.
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▪

Write development plans for Clwyd, Powys,
Swansea Bay and south-east Wales.

▪

Make sure that community and town councils
work well and do what local people want.

Environment and energy
Energy means things like electricity, gas, petrol
and coal.

We will:
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▪

Have net zero carbon emissions by the year
2035.

▪

Set up Ynni Cymru, a company that makes all its
electricity and energy from things like sunlight,
wind and waves.

▪

Make new laws to increase the number of
different types of animals and plants that live in
our environment.

▪

Make sure there are things like parks and woods
no more than 5 minutes walk away from every
home in Wales.

▪

Stop all non essential single use plastic products
by 2021. This includes things like plastic knives,
forks, spoons, plates and bags that you throw
away after you have used them once.

▪

Stop burning or burying rubbish in the ground by
the year 2030.

▪

Spend £500 million to reduce flooding over the
next 5 years.
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Health and social care
We will:
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▪

Make sure health and social care services work
better together, to recover from the impact
coronavirus has had.

▪

Train 1,000 more doctors and 5,000 nurses and
other health workers.

▪

Make sure nobody has to pay for social care.

▪

Make sure people who work in social care get
paid at least £10 an hour.

▪

Make new health centres to check if people have
cancer and other health problems so they can
get treated early.

▪

Set up Youth Well-being Centres to help
young people with their mental health and
physical health.

▪

Make new laws to make our air cleaner with less
pollution.

▪

Look to see if making people pay more for junk
food (food with lots of sugar and fat) would help
make people in Wales healthier.

Education
We will:
▪

Give free school meals to every child in primary
school.

▪

Give free school meals to all children if their
families get the benefit Universal Credit.
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▪

Give 30 hours a week of free early years
education, to all children from age 2 years until
they start school.

▪

Employ 4,500 extra teachers and support staff in
schools across Wales within 5 years.

▪

Let teachers take a break from teaching to do
another job for a while.

▪

Value courses that prepare people for work (like
plumbing) as much as the academic courses (like
science).

▪

Do not charge university students more than
£7,500 a year.

▪

Let everyone over 25 years old have £5,000 to
retrain for a new job.

Farming and tourism
Tourism is making money from things like
holidays, visiting different places and days out.

We will:
▪

Give money to farmers to help them run their
farms in a way that is better for the environment.

▪

Make new laws so farming does more for the
environment.

▪

Listen to people living in the countryside more.

▪

Look at better ways of working so the way we
make food is better for the environment and
communitiies.

▪

Help people see our culture and language when
they have holidays and trips in Wales.

▪

Make the year 2023 a festival of Wales to show
the world all about Wales.
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Housing and local government
We will:

▪

End rough sleeping in Wales.
Rough sleeping is when someone does not have
a home, so they live and sleep on the streets.
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▪

Give more rights to people who rent homes. And
stop rent going up until after Covid 19.

▪

Build 50 thousand homes that people can afford.

▪

Make Council Tax less expensive.

▪

Make rules to stop too many people buying second
homes in the countryside or near the seaside.

▪

Have town centre managers to develop town
centres.

Transport and Communications
We will:

▪

Give free bus travel for people aged 16 to 24.

▪

Improve public transport and active travel – like
walking and cycling. Aim to halve the number of
car journeys people take by the year 2030.

▪

Transport for Wales will look after all the train
and bus routes in Wales. They will have to make
sure there is good transport between North and
South Wales and our big towns and cities.
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Welsh language
We will:
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▪

Give every child the chance to learn Welsh and
become fluent in Welsh. This means you can
speak, read, write and say anything you want to
in Welsh.

▪

Give more support to the Welsh Government
project to get 1 million people speaking Welsh
by the year 2050.

▪

Work with S4C and Radio Cymru to help more
people use Welsh.

▪

Let the Welsh Language Commissioner have
responsibility in the private sector.

The Welsh Language Commissioner makes
sure places follow the laws about treating
the Welsh language equally. And help people
speak and use Welsh in their everyday lives.

The private sector means companies and
organisations whose main aim is to make
money.

▪

Give twice as much money to Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol (National Welsh Language College).
This college tries to get more courses at colleges
and universities run in Welsh.
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Culture, media and sport
We will:
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▪

Support artists through the pandemic. Pay 1000
artists and performers to work in communities
and schools.

▪

Make plans to support artists in all the work the
government does.

▪

Make sure that children learn about Welsh history
in school.

▪

Make a new gallery to show art from Wales and
around the world. This gallery will not be in
Cardiff.

▪

Set up a group of people to see how to make TV,
radio and news better in Welsh and English.

▪

Plan to hold the Commonwealth games in Wales
in the year 2030 or 2034. This is like the Olympic
games but only countries that used to be ruled
by Britain can take part.

Justice and equality
Equality means treating people fairly and
making sure they have the same chances in life.

We will:

▪

Set a target to cut child poverty by 2030. Aim to
have no child living in poverty by 2035.

▪

Get Wales to be fully in charge of all rules about
police, prisons and courts.

▪

Make a job for someone in our government to
make sure people are treated equally.

▪

Make a plan so black people and people from
other minority ethnic groups are treated with
equality, especially in education.
Minority ethnic people are people who live in
places where most of the other people are a
different race to them.
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▪

Make sure more people who can get pension
credit apply for it and get it.

▪

Make new laws in Wales to support the rights
of people who have autism or who may have
autism but do not know yet.

Independence
We will:
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▪

Aim to hold a referendum on independence by
2026.

▪

Set up an organisation to get the views of the
people of Wales.

▪

Try to get control over our railways, our benefits
system and energy as soon as possible.

▪

Work closely with councils in Wales so we can get
things done together better. We will also make
sure that people get paid the same for doing the
same job in government and councils.

▪

Work out how, if Wales becomes independent,
we can work well with England, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.

Wales and the world
We will:

▪

Find out how Wales can still take part in projects
that support people from all over Europe to learn
and work together in different countries.

▪

Work to help Welsh businesses sell more to other
countries in Europe.

▪

Find ways for Wales to buy and sell more
with other countries in Europe if it becomes
independent.

▪

Help Wales work better with countries in Africa.

▪

Start a project to keep in touch with people who
leave Wales to study or work. This will help us
find out what skills and talents people have who
leave Wales.
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Hard words
Energy
Energy means things like electricity, gas, petrol and coal.
Environment
The environment is where we live. It includes the land, the sea, the air,
and everything that lives in and on it. For example, plants, animals and
fish.
Equality
Equality means treating people fairly and making sure they have the
same chances in life.
Independence
Independence means that a country makes its own laws and is not
controlled by another country. If Wales was independent, we would not
be part of the UK anymore.
Metro
A Metro is a transport system, that links everything like buses, trains and
paths for cycling and walking so they work well together.
Minority ethnic
Minority ethnic people are people who live in places where most of the
other people are a different race to them.
Net zero carbon emission
Net zero carbon emission means that our transport, businesses, and
homes stop putting carbon into the air. Carbon is a gas that is bad for
our environment.
Private sector
The private sector means companies and organisations whose main aim
is to make money.
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Referendum
A referendum is where everyone gets to vote on an idea. People can
choose to agree or disagree.
Rough sleeping
Rough sleeping is when someone does not have a home, so they live
and sleep on the streets.
Tourism
Tourism is making money from things like holidays, visiting different
places and days out.
Welsh Language Commissioner
The Welsh Language Commissioner makes sure places follow the laws
about treating the Welsh language equally. And help people speak and
use Welsh in their everyday lives.
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